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This comment is not for specific agenda items.

Good Morning Board Members,

This is regarding vaccination.

In light of recent rollback of covid prevention measures in many places and loosening of measures in CA and
locally, we all know it is a race against time to get as many people vaccinated as soon as possible before covid cases
increase again in our community.

I ask the board to consider doing around the clock vaccination (as vaccines allow) to get as many vaccinated as
possible in a short a time as possible. This is especially doable with JnJ vaccines and people can have protection just
2 weeks after the shot instead of waiting 5-7 weeks after the first shot.

I also ask the board to let people get shots anywhere they could instead of just their primary providers as some
providers might have their internal bottlenecks.

Thank you,
Vanessa To
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Dear Board Members,
I am writing to voice my enthusiastic support for the one-time Measure K grants to Ayudando
Latinos a Sonar and Coastside Hope, sponsored by Supervisor Horsley. 

These critical funds will provide much needed relief to farm workers affected by suspected
wage theft at Castillo Seed Farm, who owe their workers an estimated $130,000 in unpaid
wages. These one-time funds will provide critical support to the affected workers in the short
term, as the investigation and potential prosecution against the company will be a lengthy
process. It could be a long time before any of these workers get the wages they are owed, and
this will help them keep food on their tables and shelter over their heads for our community
members now. 

Thank you for considering these grants, and thank you to Supervisor Horsley and his team
sponsoring these agenda items.

Best,
Lauren
(Zip Code: 94037)

--
Lauren Silberman (she/her)




